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WAKE UP WITH WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY 
NOW STARTING AT 4:30 A.M.! 

 
 

Portsmouth, VA – October 19, 2011: Mornings begin before sunrise in Hampton Roads and now 
WAVY-TV 10 will be there to bring viewers news when they need it most. Beginning Monday, 
October 24 early risers can count on the WAVY News 10 TODAY morning team to be there at 
4:30 a.m.  Viewers will now get the most up-to-the minute local news, accurate Super Doppler 
10 forecasts and Jam Cam Traffic Reports even earlier before starting each and every weekday. 
 
The number one morning anchor team Kerri Furey and Don Roberts will now bring Hampton 
Roads news as it happens a half-hour earlier. Depend on Meteorologist Jeremy Wheeler to keep 
up with constantly changing weather using LIVE Super Doppler  10 radar.  WAVY News 10 Jam 
Cam Traffic Reporter Cheryl Tan and Chopper 10 Pilot John Massey will help you avoid traffic as 
they pinpoint alternate routes to get you through a hectic morning commute. 

   
“More and more viewers are waking up early to begin their day in Hampton Roads,” said WAVY-
TV President & General Manager Doug Davis.  “WAVY News 10 Today now begins at 4:30 a.m. 
every weekday to bring viewers the latest overnight news and all the weather and traffic they 
need for the day ahead.” 
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